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olympia publishers. Paperback. Condition: New. 448 pages. Dimensions: 8.0in. x 5.2in. x
1.0in.Altruism and pacifism make the Tuathans natural victims for the aggression of the natives of
Earth. Condemned to hiding until their ultimate exile to the stars brings them peace and a home.
Knowledge coupled with wisdom and compassion set them apart from the rest of humanity and
science proves to be their savior. Genetic engineering has not bred out an inherent desire and love
for Earth. Now that Earth is dying from self inflicted war and disease, will they intervene and stop
the rush to extinction so long predicted Now they face the ultimate moral dilemma. Let Earth meet
its fate, or expose themselves to its evils in an attempted rescue Is there an answer to the insanity of
the natives Can they be cured or integrated into a Tuathan view of existence or will the natives turn
on them like a rabid dog This is the History of the Tuathan people spanning their 4000 years on
Earth and migration to the stars. Their history is also our own and has left its marks in our own
legends, still recognizable today. This item ships from multiple locations. Your...
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ReviewsReviews

This composed book is excellent. it was actually writtern very perfectly and valuable. I found out this book from my i and dad advised this book to learn.
-- Maymie O'Kon-- Maymie O'Kon

Here is the finest ebook i have got read until now. It really is simplistic but excitement within the 50 percent in the book. Once you begin to read the book,
it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Lupe Connelly-- Lupe Connelly
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